New Acquisitions for April 2022

PR9199.4 .L5636 R49 2021
Title: Rez dog blues & the haiku : a savage life in bits and pieces : a novel / by William George Lindsay.
Publisher info: Place of publication not identified] : [Publisher not identified], [2021]
Subject: Indigenous youth -- Canada -- Fiction
Subject: indigenous peoples -- Canada -- Social life and customs -- Fiction
*This title is part of the Indigenous Perspectives Collection at the Bora Laskin Law Library.*

KU3411 .O64 2021
Title: Future-proofing the judiciary : preparing for demographic change / Brian Opeskin.
Publisher info: Cham, Switzerland : Palgrave Macmillan, [2021]
Subject: Justice, Administration of -- Social aspects -- Australia -- Case studies
Subject: Justice, Administration of -- Social aspects -- Australia -- Case studies
Subject: Justice, Administration of -- Social aspects
Subject: Population -- Law and legislation
Title: The law and economics of privacy, personal data, artificial intelligence, and incomplete monitoring / edited by James Langenfeld, Frank Fagan, and Samuel Clark.
Publisher info: United Kingdom : Emerald Publishing, 2022
Subject: Droit et économie politique
Subject: Artificial intelligence -- Law and legislation
Subject: Data protection -- Law and legislation Law and economics
Subject: Privacy, Right of